Today’s Symposium

Fact: There is lots of LHS-related activity ongoing and expertise present on the U-M campus

We learned that at the Fall poster session, and subsequently discovered even more activity.

Goal of Today: Let’s identify shared challenges and ways to work together to address them.
Agenda

9:00 AM Welcome & Opening Remarks

9:05 AM Lightning Review of LHS Projects

9:30 AM Breakout Sessions: Addressing Key Challenges & Approaches

10:15 AM Break

10:30 AM Breakout Sessions: Addressing Key Challenges & Approaches

11:15 AM Working Lunch

11:30 AM Report out of Challenges & Approaches

12:15 PM Adjourn
Lightning Review of LHS Projects

• Everyone has a copy of the posters (all but one) presented in September
• The first set of lightning reviews will be from poster presenters
• We will then hear about six additional projects not presented in the fall
• We will then ask anyone else who is participating in a relevant project to describe it

Apologies in advance: 60 second timeline will be enforced.
Lightning Review of LHS Projects

Introductions of LHS Projects across campus:

• Name
• Department/Organization
• Poster/Project Title (if applicable)
• Poster Co-Authors (if applicable)
• Brief description of the work
• Biggest challenge/obstacle encountered
• Best resource or solution applied
Breakout Session: Addressing Key Challenges & Approaches
15 Minute Break
Breakout Session: Addressing Key Challenges & Approaches
Working Lunch: Report Out Challenges & Approaches
Thank you for joining us at the LHS Collaboratory!

Next Event: September 26, 2019!

View our LHS Collaboratory Archive Presentations:
https://medicine.umich.edu/dept/lhs/service-outreach/lhs-collaboratory/collaboratory-archive